Nudi 01 E Font 16 is a free, modern and versatile typeface for Latin fonts. This font is perfect to use in advertising, corporate
branding & branding agencies, magazines or any media work where Latin characters are required. Nudi 01 E Font 16 is the
result of 3 years of research and experimentation. The goal was to create a style that was generic yet still unique. It has been
developed with an energy-efficient set of features that will facilitate quick rendering at low resolution. Nudi 01 E Font 16 also
includes advanced typography features such as ligatures, small caps variants, swash capitals and contextual alternates for
additional stylistic diversity. In addition, each Latin character in this font is manually drawn in order to increase the style and
identity of the typeface. The Latin glyphs have been carefully designed so that they will work perfectly with any Latin font
software, without requiring modification. As a result, it is highly recommended to use Nudi 01 E Font 16 with a premium
software such as Adobe InDesign or Adobe Illustrator to obtain a professional result.
Nudi 01 E Font 16 also includes the following characters:
In addition to being offered in OpenType format, Nudi 01 E Font has been successfully tested in both Windows and Macintosh
versions of InDesign, Inkscape and Illustrator under Windows Subsystem for Linux or Ubuntu operating systems. Adobe
TypeKit is used for the customization of the fonts, enabling typography customization thanks to the integration of numerous
glyphs. HTML characters are also available through @font-face tag. This font is free for personal use only. For commercial
uses, please contact its creator for license details. Nudi 01 E Font 16 Font License Agreement
For more about this typeface, please visit its Creative Market page or view the Nudi 01 E Font 16 blog post."

http://www.designboom. com/type-fonts/nudi-01-e-font-16# http://fontfabric.com/downloads/Nudi01EFont16.zip (latest
version) https://www.creativemarket.com/fontfabric

http://www.crowdspring.com/product/tagline-gallery/?order=tags&key=nudi_01_e_font_16 (3 different types of taglines)
http://tryataglinein5minutes.co.uk/#taglines (5 different types of taglines) http://www.typekitblog. com/taglines-with-nudi-01-efonts/

http://www.typepad.com/community/tutorials/nudi01efont16tutorial
http://www.paulstowelldesign.com/2015/07/.adobe_in_design_and_my_fonts/, http://paulstowelldesign.com/?p=20532
http://mommyveganme.com/#taglines, http://www2.macrumors.
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